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DISNEY CRUISE LINE 
Pixar Day at Sea 
Face Look-alike 

Edna Mode 
 
Edna Mode.  Face Look-alike performer role for Disney Cruise Line Pixar Day at Sea cruises.  Based on the Pixar animated film, 
The Incredibles.  Seeking performer with appropriate look, and vocal emulation.  Performer will be involved in staged 
productions, meet & greet, happenings, and immersive events; both scripted and improvised.  Performer should be 4’10” to 
5’1”.   

 
Side One 

 
(Helen: [sobbing] Now I'm losing him! What'll I do? What'll I do?) 

What are you talking about? You are Elastigirl! My God... 
[swatting Helen with a newspaper] 

Pull-yourself-together! "What will you do?" Is this a question? You will show him you 
remember that he is Mr. Incredible, and you will remind him who *you* are.  

Well, you know where he is. Go, confront the problem. Fight! Win! 
… And call me when you get back, darling. I enjoy our visits. 

 
Side Two 

 
It will be bold! Dramatic! Heroic! And no capes! 

Do you remember Thunderhead? Tall, storm powers? Nice man, good with kids. 
November 15th of '58! All was well, another day saved,  

when... his cape snagged on a missile fin! 
Stratogale! April 23rd, '57! Cape caught in a jet turbine! Metaman, express elevator! 

Dynaguy, snagged on takeoff! Splashdown, sucked into a vortex! 
No capes! 

 
Side Three 

 
[Shooing Bob out the door and talking rapid-fire] 

Of course you can leave the baby overnight. He is bright and I am stimulating.  
We deserve each other. 

I'm sure filling in for Helen is challenging, and you are very tired, and the other children 
need you and miss you, and you must go to them. Auntie Edna will take care of 

everything, so drive safely and goodbye. I enjoy our visits. 


